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Standing with supportive equipment is a therapy option after spinal cord injury (SCI). This page outlines basic information about the use of supported standing after SCI.

Key points

- Passive standing using supportive equipment is a therapy option for people who do not stand as part of their everyday mobility.
- Passive standing involves using equipment such as standing frames, tilt tables, orthoses or standing wheelchairs to support an upright position for a period of time.
- Standing involves a change in posture that challenges the circulatory system, loads the legs, and provides different sensory stimulation.
- Research evidence suggests that standing may improve blood pressure control and spasticity management. There is conflicting evidence about whether passive standing helps with bone density or bowel and bladder health.
- Further research is needed to better understand the benefits of standing after SCI and how long standing should be done for to achieve those benefits.

Why is standing used as a therapy?

Standing is an important part of functional movement in humans. Standing is needed for walking, and also provides a challenge to the circulatory system, bones, and muscles in ways that cannot be achieved in sitting or lying.

Passive standing (standing with support instead of by muscle activation) may have treatment benefits after SCI, even when the recovery of walking and standing abilities is unlikely. Standing may have benefits in treating health conditions associated with SCI, such as conditions involving the musculoskeletal, circulatory, breathing, bowel and bladder systems. It remains a key treatment tool used in rehabilitation.

What types of equipment are used for standing?

Supported standing involves the use of special equipment to support an upright posture. The type of equipment used depends on the person’s unique characteristics and abilities (such as the amount of muscle control in the arms, legs and trunk), the equipment that is available, and other medical concerns like joint contractures, spasticity and osteoporosis. Equipment used for standing may include a wide range of different devices such as:
Tilt tables
Tilt tables are flat surfaces that can be tilted from a horizontal position into a vertical standing position. The person is strapped securely to the table while in a horizontal lying position and the table can be tilted vertically. Tilt tables are typically the first devices that are used to work towards standing because the table can be gradually increased by degrees. This is often needed because it may take some time to tolerate being upright and maintaining a safe blood pressure. It is also a good device to test a person’s physical tolerance and safety for standing.

Standing frames
Standing frames are simple frames that have padding at the joints to support a standing position. There are many different types of standing frames. The frame needs to be fitted to the person’s unique physical abilities and body type and minimize areas of excess pressure.

Standing wheelchairs
Standing wheelchairs are wheelchairs that can extend from a sitting position into standing. There are many different types of standing wheelchairs, from manual devices to motorized systems. However, standing wheelchairs are expensive and not commonly available.

Suspension body weight support systems
Suspension body weight support systems involve a harness system that is suspended from above to support a percentage of body weight while standing. These systems are typically used while walking on a treadmill (body weight-supported treadmill training) or sometimes while walking over ground. This type of system is usually used for people with incomplete injuries that may work towards standing or stepping independently.

Orthoses and braces
Orthoses and braces may be used to brace the hip, knee and/or ankle joints to keep them from bending. This can help to support the person in an upright standing posture with training and rehabilitation. Orthoses and braces are typically custom-made and usually used by people with paraplegia who have good upper body strength and hip flexibility. Orthoses and braces used for standing may include:

- **Knee Ankle Foot Orthoses (KAFOs)** provide support at the knee, ankle and foot.
- **Reciprocating Gait Orthoses (RGOs)** are more complex orthoses that are made of a left and right KAFO that are linked together with a rigid brace at the pelvis or abdomen. The brace has hip joints that are built with an alternating stepping mechanism. When one leg is extended, the other flexes forward, providing assistance for stepping. Although normally used for walking, reciprocating gait orthoses can also be used to help support a standing position.
Robotic exoskeletons
Robotic exoskeletons are a relatively new and emerging technology that is typically used for walking and walking training, but may also have benefits related to standing. However, this equipment is costly and not available in most settings.

Walkers, crutches or canes
Walkers, crutches or canes may be used by people with incomplete SCI and good strength in the arms who need only minimal support in standing.

Functional electrical stimulation
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) involves the use of electrical stimulation to activate muscles that are weak or paralyzed after an SCI during a purposeful activity. FES over the trunk or leg muscles may be used while standing with equipment for added benefits.

Standing equipment may be expensive and sometimes requires repeated visits to healthcare facilities, which can sometimes be a barrier to regular standing. It is important for the individual to work with their health providers to find appropriate equipment that is safe and suitable.

How is standing done?
Once appropriate equipment and strategies for standing are selected with assistance from a health provider, standing is gradually introduced over time. The amount of time spent standing, the amount of load that is taken through the legs, and the final standing position will be adjusted until a suitable standing position can be maintained. During these first several sessions, health providers will monitor for any adverse effects related to the treatment.

Current research findings are unable to tell us how long or how often standing should be done to have benefits. Studies have used standing for 20 to 60 minutes, three to four times per week to study the effects of this treatment. It will be different for everyone. The standing prescription will be based on the person’s unique situation.

Depending on the treatment goals, standing may also involve:

- Adding extra weight while standing
- Using standing together with functional electrical stimulation (FES) to activate the muscles of the legs and/or trunk
- Weight-shifting, balance or stepping activities
Is supported standing safe?

Supported standing is considered to be a relatively safe treatment for use after SCI. However, there are some situations in which standing may not be appropriate and some possible risks. This is not a complete list; please consult a health provider for further safety information.

Standing should **not** be used in the following situations:

- By people with recent broken bones (fractures) or a high risk of fractures (such as people with severe osteoporosis)
- Where the standing equipment places excess pressure on areas where there are injuries, sores, and wounds; or areas of skin prone to pressure injuries
- By individuals whose limbs cannot be brought into a good standing position due to other conditions like joint contractures, spasticity, or heterotopic ossification
- By people with medical conditions where heart rate or blood pressure are uncontrolled, such as those who are unable to stay upright without a major drop in blood pressure
- By people with muscle or joint injuries or other conditions that may be worsened by standing

Risks of standing may include:

- Pressure injuries if the position and equipment used for standing creates too much pressure or shear while standing – it is essential that the equipment used for standing is appropriately fitted to prevent skin damage
- Blood pooling in the legs may lead to feelings of light-headedness, dizziness or fainting (orthostatic hypotension)
- Broken bones (fractures) are possible in weight-bearing positions in people with osteoporosis
- Increased spasticity or autonomic dysreflexia in some people
- Pain in the standing position

If using electrical stimulation, the safety precautions and risks associated with use of functional electrical stimulation (FES) also apply.

Does supported standing work?

**Bone health**

It is not clear if standing helps to maintain or increase bone density in the legs after SCI. Current research evidence is inconclusive and further studies are needed.

**Blood pressure and circulation**
Another proposed use of standing after SCI is in helping with blood pressure control. One study provides weak evidence that standing with a harness and assistance from health providers helps to increase resting blood pressure and reduce drops in blood pressure when standing (orthostatic hypotension) in people with cervical SCI.

**Spasticity**

There is weak evidence that standing may help to reduce spasticity short term in people with SCI. There are also surveys that report that many people with SCI report that regular standing helped to reduce their spasticity.

**Bowel problems**

There is not enough evidence to determine whether standing can also improve bowel function. Further research in this area is needed.

**Related resources**

Orthostatic Hypotension: [https://scireproject.com/community/topic/orthostatic-hypotension/](https://scireproject.com/community/topic/orthostatic-hypotension/)

Spasticity: [https://scireproject.com/community/topic/spasticity/](https://scireproject.com/community/topic/spasticity/)

**Abbreviated reference list**

Parts of this page have been adapted from the SCIRE Project “Bone Health”, “Orthostatic Hypotension”, “Spasticity”, and “Bowel Dysfunction and Management” Chapters:


Full reference list available from: www.scireproject.com/community/topic/standing/
Glossary terms available from: www.scireproject.com/community/about/glossary/
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